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INTRODUCTION
The simple answer is TRX Lounge is where blockchain projects come to receive services
geared toward elevating awareness of the project’s existence and benefits to the
blockchain community. More specifically, TRX Lounge aims to aid project owners in
introducing and marketing their respective tokens in the blockchain, helping bring
cognizance needed to drive later stages of project development and implementation
forward.
Often, projects can stall in the planning stages as owners come face to face with the
demands of creating a blockchain endeavor. The reasons vary but can run anywhere
from lack of knowledge to financial issues; any of which result in making moving forward
with the nascent project appear insurmountable. TRX Lounge makes marketing
resources available for projects needing financial aid, a expansive knowledge base or
simply the ability to reach more potential customers than could otherwise be
encompassed alone.
TRX Lounge aims to make it easier for people all over the world to have access to free
Tron coins; In particular those who otherwise would have limited or no access. Our
ultimate goal for the app is to make marketing and advertising less daunting while also
making it fun and educational for community members.

TRXLounge (DTL) ID:1002366 USES


1) * TRXLounge (DTL) will be used to purchase Marketing Services and when used 2% goes toward the DTL Marketing Fund (more
information see DTL Marketing Fund) 48% of all TRXLounge DTL received for marketing will be burned.



2) Raise ICO Funding for TRX Lounge App.



3) * Owners of TRXLounge (DTL) will receive dividends for holding the token- DTL Holders will receive TRX, TRXLSilver TRC10 ID:1002531 and
Partner Airdrops Drops just for holding TRXLounge (DTL) TRC10 in their wallets. (future)



4) The TRX Lounge App community will use TRXLounge (DTL) to vote for their favorite projects.( 50% of received TRXLounge (DTL) for voting
will be burned) (future)



5) TRXLounge (DTL) will be utilized on TRX Lounge App and other platforms for rewards and incentives. (Example) participating in online
surveys, watching short educational videos and sponsored videos TRXLounge (DTL) as well as other selected coins will be rewarded .



6) TRXLounge (DTL) will be used to access features on TRX Lounge App.



7) TRXLounge (DTL) can be used as buy-ins and prizes for games on other DAPPs.

( * ) Updated July 2019

“

TRX Lounge The Future of
Blockchain Marketing
TODAY.
MISSION Statement

”

DTL Marketing Fund
2% of TRXLounge (DTL) used to pay for full marketing services will be sent
to the DTL Marketing Fund. Normally a client pays in TRX 1500 or 10000
DTL (at a cheaper rate) and in addition they also give drop coins for the
members and DTL admins. The DTL Marketing Fund will cover the TRX or
DTL portion of the payment, for projects that normally can’t because of
lack marketing funds (fees are subject to change).
 Has already been started with 1,000,000 TRXLounge (DTL) blockchain
hash
(bca9161af9f9e95f6cd309f45b5f3445325a717b2885d9157b752b1b77b10
87b) wallet address is TTSCtXFj9wjt2dpYzXPGZkgu9T1jNEXT92
 To be eligible the project can’t be an associate website, Ponzi scheme
or Scam project. The project must have a white paper and preferably a
website. All projects are subject to review.
 If you’re a new project and interested in our current marketing on
Guildchat please contact: Dawnn ID: @Laceypearls on Guildchat and
Telegram or Dawnn@TRXLounge.com


Current Marketing Services


Dedicated Marketing when you need it no contract necessary.



Normal Marketing days are Friday, Saturday and Sunday



Currently the Guildchat APP is TRX Lounge main base of promotions

Full Marketing Services
1. Consultation 2. Promotional materials tailored for the specific clients
including promotional poster 3. Plan a Strategy on how to accomplish your
personal goals 4. We advertise on all TRX Lounge’s social media. 5.
Advertisement in three of the six Guildchat Groups. 6. Heavy promotion of all
the projects websites and social media accounts.

Partial Marketing Services
1. Drop an advertising Link before or after any TRX Lounge Promotion. For
instance Berk’s Big Drops, Diamond Drops, any scheduled drops or big
promotion.

2. All other special requests for Marketing Services not on our normal
Marketing days.

TRX Lounge App Vision
TRX Lounge App will be a Tron Community where you can socialize and
drop Tron coins for friends , business or fun. This community will be geared
towards marketing projects on the Tron Blockchain. TRX Lounge will be
“The Future of Blockchain Marketing today”. The TRX Lounge App will not
only have socializing attraction, it will also enable us to send Marketing
Information, airdrops, and advertisements to the entire community
simultaneously simply with a click of a button. We will have the
community vote for the new projects they want to learn more about. Our
TRX Lounge community will also help spread Tron to people all over the
world by giving out free coins to the community and allowing people who
would not normally be able to have access to receive free information
and Tron coins. The TRX Lounge App will also allow basic online video
courses for people who would like to learn more about understanding the
decentralizing of Tron Blockchain and Cryptocurrency. Where they
receive TRXLounge (DTL), TRXLSilver (DTLS)or select Tron coin rewards by
logging in taking tests, watching videos and increasing in levels of
completion.

Future Marketing Services










Daily Full Marketing Services
TRX Lounge App will be the primary place of Marketing but we will
continue services on Guildchat App and other platforms.
Easy distribution of Marketed information, announcements and coins
sent to the entire community at once in all groups.
You can add commercial videos and Promotional materials that users
will view while doing actions and interacting with the TRX Lounge App.
We will have several professional personal Marketing Specialists to help
your marketing promotion to more likely be successful.
Database queries – TRX Lounge App will be able to drop information
and coins instantly to community via category. ( Example: Sports, DEX,
Games and Gambling)
Create Promotional Material to your specific needs.

TRXLounge (DTL)Distribution


15% Technology

Computer equipment, Cellphone, Website Hosting, Website Designer,
Software, Computer and Blockchain Advisors, Computer App
Designer, Other Computer Contractors. Software engineer. Upgrades,
Updates to software and future repair to computer equipment.


20% Expenses

Legal, Business Advisors, Marketing (outside), Accountant, Continued
Education courses for team members whether it’s in Marketing,
Business, IT, app development or computer science.

TRXLounge (DTL) Distribution Cont.


15% ICO TRX Community Sale



15% Games and DAPPS it can be used as a buy-in or prize in games
assorted uses in DAPPS.



10% Rewards, Airdrops, We will be giving out TRXLounge (DTL) in
several different social media apps. We will host giveaways, give out
tips and drops. We will also do our own airdrops for people who are
carrying DTL in their wallets.

TRXLSilver (DTLS) Distrubution
ID:1002523


30% Frozen



20% Used in games for buy ins and various uses in DAPPS



15% Will be used to pay dividends on TRXLounge (DTL) Holders,
rewards, giveaways and airdrops.



15% Tron Community Sale



10% Team Members



10% Used as well as DTL for voting on TRX Lounge website for new
projects (50% of DTLS received for voting will be burned).

DISTRUBUTION
TRXLounge

TRXLSilver
Frozen 30%

20%

20%

Team 20%
Technology 15%

Dividends
/Airdrop/Rewards 15%

10%
10%

30%

Expenses 20%

15%
10%

15%

Rewards/ Airdrops 10%

15%

TRX Community Sale 15%

Games and Dapps 15%

20%

ICO 20%

Games or Dapps 20%

20%

15%

Team 10%
Voting 10%

Road Map

Computer
equipment/ software,
Programmer, Add to
more Exchanges

ICO, Website

Q3 2019

Q1 2020

App design, Start
Dividends

Q4 2019

Q2 2020

App Beta Testing

Q3 2020

App Launch, Voting

